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ReForest Now was registered with the Australian Government in January 2018. From then we began
establishing a Not for Profit with virtually no startup funds, seeking small grants and community

donations.

CONTRIBUTING SUPPORTERS TO THIS PROJECT



OUTCOMES

ReForest Now has joined forces with Aussie Ark to regenerate forest on a wildlife sanctuary in
Upper Mongogarie NSW. With the added support of two valued ReForest Now donors, Go-To and

Lush Australia, this project has seen more than 6 hectares of land reforested. The site was
completely overrun by invasive weeds, but it is now home to thousands of saplings that will assist in

the re-establishment of a healthy, functioning subtropical rainforest ecosystem.

23,258
total trees planted

Aussie Ark 14,224 trees (including 6,024 eucalypts)

Go-To 5,034 trees

Lush Australia (Bush Animal Fund) 4,000 trees

In our first report for Aussie Ark we showed that 2.5 hectares of rainforest regeneration (primary
works) were completed in degraded forest on the property. In this report, we confirm that; 17,234
rainforest trees were planted (for all contributors listed) and 6,024 koala trees were planted for

Aussie Ark.

With our proven planting method (including 600mLs of hydrated water crystals and fertiliser per hole),
these trees will have adequate moisture and nutrient supply in their early, most vulnerable stages.

Upper Mongogarie also saw above average rainfall in November, with 187mm of rain and 17/30 wet
days - so we expect this planting to see very decent growth.

Casino Airport Rainfall Data. Source: WillyWeather



We thank Aussie Ark for their significant contributions to this project.

Generous support was also received from Lush Australia with their Bush Animal Fund, which
addresses the ongoing national bushfire crisis. With this, we were able to reforest around one hectare

of land. The site will soon become ‘lush’ habitat for threatened animals, many impacted by the
bushfires.

Go-To is an ongoing, strong supporter of ReForest Now’s work and we recognise their involvement
in this project as one of many they’ve helped to fund.

We believe as this project develops, it will deliver a nationally significant outcome. A 1,500 hectare
property restored and gazetted as a wildlife sanctuary. These plans are actively being achieved.

The role of ReForest Now in these early hours of establishment (called ‘Phase I’) were to ;

1. Regenerate existing rainforest fragments found along the creeks (2.5 hectares).
2. Plant extensive rainforest areas (4.12 hectares).

3. Plant koala food harvesting plantations for Aussie Ark (2.57 hectares).

ReForest Now is proud of the quality and efficiency of our work. Our team completed the planting in
just 3 hard days of work. We are grateful for the opportunity to show our growing capacity to restore

ecosystems at this scale and speed.

To all of those involved, we hope you stand proud alongside us.



AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY





MAPPING
Plantings (left) Regeneration (right).

On the left here are the newly planted areas. Rainforest trees in the yellow and koala food forest
in the orange (more koala forest is visible on the next page). The right hand image shows how we
wove together the rainforest regeneration areas (white) with the plantings.

The plantings and regen overlap - After Lantana camara weeds were removed from the rainforest, it
allowed us to infill gaps and create a more contiguous end result. With strong aftercare over the next
two years, this valley and the waterway that wraps along it’s right side will field extraordinary results
(see the long narrow regen path on the right image - This shows the creek’s edge).



MAPPING
All planting areas (yellow rainforest/orange koala).

The more distant koala food plantings are visible at this zoom level. These three lots were made with
vehicle drive through access, as requested by Aussie Ark. This enables for easier harvesting of
leaves because the trees will be used to feed koalas in their care.



MAPPING
Overlapping regen (white) and rainforest planting (yellow).
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BUDGET

In our original budget, we planned to simply cut clear grass paddocks for the planting areas. We
decided it was better to integrate regeneration and planting areas by digging out all the weed barrens

along the edges of the rainforest. Although expected costs to RN were exceeded to make this
possible, we wanted to enhance the long-term environmental outcome.

**Note, part of ReForest Now’s in-kind contribution was made up of over $45,000.00 in support from
Go-To and Lush Australia for the planting of a combined 9,034 rainforest trees!



DISCUSSION

The Upper Mongogarie project is off to a great start with over 9.19 hectares of area improved.
Who would know that near Casino, of all places, there is surviving rainforest. And so much that can
be recovered. Where else in that region is there a place of such potential to what Aussie Ark has

discovered in Upper Mongogarie?

Not only is this outcome important for the creatures that will make a home there, it is the beginning of
a restoration journey for a highly degraded riparian rainforest ecosystem. Together we can recreate a
place of great natural diversity, a fecund beacon of repair in a landscape almost completely denuded

for cattle farming.

In the past, ReForest Now has worked on or adjacent to large pockets of rainforest. Now for the first
time, we have the working capacity to grow a great rainforest ourselves from these small remnants.

We look forward to assisting Aussie Ark further in bringing this vision to life.
We believe that together, we can.

If you’d like to discuss anything further, please contact the CEO at info@reforestnow.org.au or
+61415 134 941(direct Australian number).

Yours Sincerely,

Maximo Bottaro
CEO & Co-founder


